Information clause
related to personal data processing
for drivers transporting final products, packaging and other goods
Please be informed that we have collected your personal data as follow: name and surname,
telephone number, identity card number, employer's identification, number of the car that is
driven by you in connection with the transport company cooperation.
In connection with the above, we inform:
The controller of your personal data is PLANET FOOD Sp. z o. o. Sp. K., al. Wojska Polskiego
2c, 62-800 Kalisz, phone number (62)760 07 77, email address info@planetfood.pl
Personal data provided by you will be processed for the following purposes (on a legal basis legally justified PLANET FOOD Sp. o. o. o. Sp. K. purposes connected with running a business
and expanding the market for the offered goods - Article 6, paragraph 1, point f) RODO),
- in order to control the transport of goods, protect the property and perform our office and
operational work, which are necessary for the proper transport of goods (without this you could
not, for example, schedule transport, monitor the transport of goods on an ongoing basis, allow
entering the site, etc. .)
Your personal data will be processed for legally justified purposes fulfilled by the controller:
- for the efficient implementation of current operations, including the implementation of
business and administrative processes related to the controller's activities,
- to ensure the protection of property, confidentiality of information, disclosure of which could
subject the controller to losings,
- to establish, defend and pursue claims connected with running a business by the controller.
Access to personal data will be available to a person running a business, people dealing with
security in PLANET FOOD Sp. z o. o. Sp. K. and other company people under the authorizations
received from the controller.
The controller may entrust the processing of personal data to a processor providing services
for the controller in accordance with a signed personal data processing agreement: property
protection companies, other entities in accordance with signed personal data processing
agreement ( processors) or regarding a legal obligation of the processing.
PERSONAL INFORMATION WILL NOT BE TRANSFERRED TO THIRD COUNTRIES (OUTSIDE THE EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC AREA)

Your personal data will be stored as long as the controller need them to fulfill its business
activities within the processing law or until you object to such processing. After that time
your personal data will be deleted.
You have the right to access your personal data, the right to rectify and delete the data, the
right to limit the processing, and the right to lodge a complaint about processing personal data
(unless the general law states otherwise)
Providing personal data is voluntary, but necessary for the contract implementation. You are
obliged to provide them and the consequence of not providing personal data will be the inability
to accomplish the service.
You have the right to lodge a complaint to the supervisory authority - the President of the
Personal Data Protection Office.
THE CONTROLLER DOES NOT USE AUTOMATED METHODS WHILE MAKING DECISIONS (PROFILING).

PLANET FOOD Sp. z o. o. Sp. K.
Siedziba: al. Wojska Polskiego 2c, 62-800 Kalisz

